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Army Aviation 
Examinations 
Given Friday 
Captain C. Stanton 
Discusses Program 
Dr. Woodbridge, Military Advis-
er of the College, has announced 
that Captain Carroll L. Stanton of 
the Aviation Cadet Examining 
Board will be at the college Octo-
ber 22 to explain the training pro-
gram of the Army Air Corps. All 
civilian male students who are 
17 years of age or older are eli-
gible to take the mental tests 
which will be given then. Men 
who are interested are requested 
to meet in the Great Hall of the 
Wren Building at 9 A. M. Friday, 
when Captain Stanton will explain 
the program and answer any ques-
tions about it. Mental tests will 
be administered from 10 to 1. 
Captain Stanton points out that 
by . taking these tests now those 
interested may save a trip to Rich-
mond. Students who have failed 
previous tests will still be eligible 
for this test. Applicants who suc-
cessfully pass these tests will re-
ceive training valued at $27,000 
and, after completing the course 
will be commissioned flight offi-
cers at salaries of $297 a month 
and up. Men attending this meet-
ing in good faith and men taking 
the mental tests will be excused 
from classes. •. i; 
War Fund Drive 
Gets Under Way 
The War Council is sponsoring 
a campus-wide War Fund drive 
from Monday, October 18, through 
Wednesday, • October 20. It is co-
operating with the National War 
Fund Drive at the request of Pres-
ident Pomfret and of Dr. Stryker, 
chairman of the Williamsburg 
campaign. The campus goal is a 
contribution from every student. 
Dorothy Agurk, chairman of the 
War Council, is heading the stu-
dents' campaign, assisted by Bill 
Albert, who is in charge of the 
men's division of the drive. 
Details of the drive were ex-
plained at a meeting of sorority 
and dormitory representatives on 
Saturday afternoon. 
The War Fund Drive is a na-
(Continued on Page 4) 
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Veen's Troupe 
Dances Tonight 
Program Covers 
Variety Of Music 
Tonight at 8 P. M. in Phi Beta 
Kappa Auditorium, Jari Veen will 
present his long-awaited program 
of modern dance and music for the 
residents of Williamsburg and the 
students of the College. 
Mr. Veen's troupe, which arriv-
ed this afternoon from Farmville 
State Teachers' College, also stars 
Miss Erika Thimey, well known 
dancer, and Miss Ruth Culbertson, 
piano accompanist. Miss Culbert-
son was soloist with' the Boston 
Symphony Orchestra, and will play 
two solos during tonight's per-
formance. 
The program will cover a wide 
creative range of dramatic, comic, 
festive, and lyric dancing, for 
which Mr. Veen is noted. 
At one time Mr. Veen instructed 
Helen Hayes, who has said.of him, 
"You fuse your talent as a dancer 
with a dramatic quality which 
brings your art into the front 
ranks of stage performance." 
The program will consist of 14 
numbers as follows: 
Introductory Talk, Jan Veen; 
Romantic Waltz, Strauss; duo; 
Mean Pirate, by Katz;. Erika 
Thimey; 
Lifernask, by Debussy; Jan 
Veen; 
' Pieta,' by" Kreisler; TSrika Thi-
mey; 
Piano Solo - La Soiree dans 
Granade, by Debussy; Ruth Cul-
bertson; 
Dance in the Streets, duo. 
Intermission. 
, Three Minor Vices, by Poulenc, 
Jan Veen; , 
Unison, by Veen; duo; 
Bowery Moods, by Gershwin; 
Erika Thimey; 
Carmen, by Bizet; Jan Veen; 
Piano Solo - Forlane, by Ravel; 
Ruth Culbertson; 
Song, by Dvorak; duo; 
Furiant, by Weinberger; duo. 
Cafeteria Not Mere Rumor; 
Delay Is Explained $y Duke 
By DON ANDERSON 
Many are the complaints heard 
on campus concerning the meal 
situation. Some are the products 
of plain crankiness but most of 
them are completely righteous. 
With Dining Hall hours being as 
- arbitrary as they are, many stu-
dents are not able to get their 
noon meal or are terribly rushed 
if they can- get it. Those assigned 
to the second shift for supper 
complain of the lateness of the 
meal. A few wonder about a 
planned cafeteria for the whole 
schooj. They say, "Some rumor I 
picked up somewhere, probably." 
It's no rumor, students, it's a 
reality. At least almost a reality. 
Work on the extra-large cafeteria 
for the whole college has been just 
about ; completed. In the kitchen, 
new stoves and steamers have 
been installed and are now in use. 
New pluilibing is complete and 
dish-washing equipment is on or-
der. • ' -
That's where the catch comes: 
everything has been ordered; too 
little of it has been delivered. For 
* example, a complete
 vset of new 
tables for the Dining Hall was or-
dered and after an unreasonable 
period of waiting, the table-legs 
arrived. But not the tops. Where 
they are, nobody knows, but they 
are being traced. The case of the 
cafeteria counters is just the op-
posite, for the legs haven't arriye'd 
yet. 
Mr. Charles J. Duke, Bursar of 
William and Mary, and -over-all 
director of this Dining Hall reno-
vation, said that the work was be-
gun last May and that the delay 
was caused mainly by war condi-
tions. Said Mr. Duke: "We have 
had great difficulty in securing 
the necessary priorities and equip-
ment, but we believe that when the 
work is actually completed the 
Dining Hall will be much more -at-
tractive to the students. There 
are two things which we're trying 
to accomplish. One is to offer a 
choice of menu. : The second is to 
keep the • students from standing 
in line." There will be two count-
ers leading to the tables, designed 
to lessen confusion and delay. 
Saying, that "we're in pretty 
fair shape now," Mr. Duke thought 
(Continued on Page 4) 
W.S.C.G. Elections Wednesday; 
Vote For Assembly October 26 
Nominees Chosen 
At Mon. Meeting 
Y **. 
Students Favor 
Fraternity Policy 
Rules Made By Pres., 
Dean Kecognizes 
At a meeting with 
dent Pomfret Friday 
Clubs 
Presi-
af ter-
The Color Guard, left to right: Privates Emanuel Gostin, 
Nathan Cohen* John Kiely, Joseph O'Grady, William Tyler, 
Bernard Friedman and Earl Scheidt. (Photo by U. S. Army 
Signal Corps). 
Fort Eustis, Officers See 
ASfU Retreat Review 
On Wednesday evening, October 13, before an ever-grow-
ing crowd of student observers, the 3321st Service Unit exe-
cuted its weekly Retreat Review. The review was held in 
honor of Colonel Gallan, who came up from Fort Eustis for 
the occasion. Major Andrews and Capt. Byrne, Provost-
Marsharand Post-Adjutant of Fort Eustis, respectively, also 
attended. In the reviewing party, ' ,__ 
also, were Mayor Hall, Vice-Mayor 
Dr. Stryker, City Manager Wood-
bury, and members of the City 
Council. All commented on the 
excellent marching and appearance 
of the men. The review was 
unique in that it was completely 
officered by cadet comissioned and 
non-commissioned officers, led by 
Cadet Major Lesser and Cadet 
Captain-Adjutant Trakas. 
Afterwards, at a meeting, Ma-
jor McGinn rewarded the men for noon, Oc tober 15, r e p r e s e n t a 
their performance in the parade t ives .o f t h e Genera l Coopera-
by dismissing evening study. tive Committee and of the 
Wednesday, Oct. 20, will find the m e n ' s groups seeking to or-
cadets honoring the student body gamze as social clubs on this 
of William and Mary in the per- c a m p u s d iscussed and a p -
a n d proved a policy drawn up by 
the President. In view of the 
fact that the men's fraterni-
ties, by action of the Inter-
Fraternity Association, have 
been suspended for the dura-
tion of the war, these rules 
were adopted for the regula-
tion of similar or substitute 
organizations of a temporary 
character. 
Ordinarily the Student Assem-
bly has the power to recognize tne 
formation of new clubs and or-
ganizations on the campus; how-
ever, the Student Assembly will 
not be able to meet until after the 
elections of next week. The Dean 
of Men shall have the power of 
recognition until that time. 
The following rules were adopt-
ed: 
1. Any group formally organiz-
ed for general social and frater-
nity purposes shall be required to 
submit a request in writing to the 
(Continued on Page 8) 
sonages of the President 
memtiers of the Student Councils. 
At the 
Last Minute 
The box-office in Phi Beta Kap-
pa Hall will be open for the sale 
of tickets for "Papa is All" begin-
ning Monday, October 25, from 1 
to 6 P. M., through Thursday, Oc-
tober 28. Season tickets may be 
obtained, reserved-seat coupons 
may be exchanged for' reserved 
seats, or students may buy single 
tickets for either reserved or gen-
eral admission. 
The Colonial Echo asks that all 
students keep their appointments 
(Continued On Page &) 
Elections for positions in 
Women's Student Govern-
ment will be held Wednesday, 
October 20, from 4 to 6 P. M. 
in the three Jarge women's 
dormitories. Sorority girls 
living in the houses are asked 
- to vote in Barrett Hall, and 
day students in Jefferson. 
Tha following women have been 
nominated for an office: Junior 
Representative to the-Honor Coun-
cil: Ginny Darst, Betty Havey, 
Edna Kerin,-and Louise Thomas; 
Freshman. Representative to the 
Executive Council: Lucia : Cosby, 
Esther Daus, Jane Eversmann, 
Virginia Tunstall, Mimi White; 
Freshman Representative to the 
Judicial Committee: Janet Camp-
bell, Dot Ferenbaugh, Claire Gar-
rison, Susie Seay. . 
Petitions for Representative to 
Student Government Assembly 
were due today in Dean Arma-
cost's office. Announcement of 
those-people running: "for 'Office 
will be posted sometime this week. 
The actual voting will take place 
on Tuesday, October 26. 
Since, these elections are impor-
tant to the. success of Student 
Government on this campus, it is 
hoped that everyone will show an 
active interest by voting. 
College Exhibits 
U. S, Forces' Art 
October 24th brings to William 
and Mary an exhibit of the artis-
tic works of members of the arm-
ed services, sponsored by the Fine 
Arts Department. The exhibit 
will last for approximately two 
weeks and will be open to the gen-
eral public in the Fine Arts Build-
ing. 
During the fall of 1942, a com-
petitive contest, sponsored by the 
American Federation of Art, was 
held to give to America the artis- ,' 
tie talent of our men-in uniform. 
Any member of the armed services 
was eligible to make entries and 
through this contest many phases 
of paintings and sketches were. 
made available to the public eye. 
A committee consisting of five 
of the outstanding authorities on 
art in the United States, judged 
the various works and selected 
"Troop Movements" by Private 
Robert Burns as the prize winner. 
A graduate of , Yale University,' 
Pvt. Burns was teaching Fine 
Arts at Rollins College before his 
induction into the army. Mr. 
Thorne, of the Fine Arts Depart-
ment, is personally acquainted 
with "Bobby" Burns and the young 
artist himself was a visitor at 
William and Mary in August of 
1942. 
At the close of the judgings, it 
was decided that the pictures 
would tour the United States from 
(Continued on Page 4) 
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Y W C A Sponsors Bond Bazaar; 
Campus Groups Act As Barkers 
A huge Bond Bazaar sponsored by the YWCA will be a 
different and yet .attractive Hallowe'en entertainment on 
campus this year. In the form of a county fair, it will be 
held in the Sunken Garden. Every club, organization, and 
dorm of the College will have a gaily decorated booth, and 
games of chance, with prizes, will be played at the cost of a 
defense stamp. Many surprises are in store at this gala oc-
casion. Members of Scarab Club ———— 
will -draw sketches of people who blackboard. Group singing was 
GreeK 
JLetters 
attend, " and refreshments and 
other fun will be had while every-
one is buying war stamps and be-
ing patriotic at^ the same time. All 
students, chaplains, A.S.T.U. ca-
dets, and townspeople are invited. 
led by Marian Ross, the president, 
while the girls assembled. 
Edith Burkard, leader of Devo-
tionals, announced that the YWCA 
would have its first Chapel serv-
ice at 10 A. M. Thanksgiving day. 
At that time, baskets of staple 
These plans for Hallowe'en eve
 f o o d s a n d f r u i t s > c o n t r i b u t e d b y 
were proposed by Marian Ross at
 s t u d e n t s > w i n b e . distributed to 
the YWCA meeting in Washington
 f a m i l i e s i n Williamsburg who are 
200 last Thursday night. Jane 
Saltzman, Publicity Chairman, or 
gam zed the various bazaar com 
mittees, with Winifred Gill as co 
in need. 
Betty Jean Grant, Chandler 300, 
Jean McCreight, Barrett 230, ajid 
Harriet Hochstrasser. 227 Jeffer-
worker, and urged everyone to
 s o n > w e r e a pp o i n ted by Barbara 
take interest in this event which 
is now underway. 
As the members walked into the 
meeting they were greeted by col-
ored pictures of two smiling little 
Gray, treasurer, to collect dues, of 
25 cents a semester from members 
in their respective dorms. 
At the close of the meeting, the 
president announced that the reg-
sisters, Tuberculosis seals, and a ular "Y" meetings will be held the 
Bond Bazaar booth drawn on the first Thursday in each, month. 
Reporter Finds Origin Of h lat Hat; 
Name Has Historical Background 
By CONNIE CONWAY 
You hear it hundreds of times 
during, the day; you see it in every 
dorm; you read it on Tuesday 
nights, and you talk about it, but 
have you ever stopped to think 
just how and where the FLAT 
HAT got its name?—Why wasn't 
it the Squashed Cap, or the Mash-
ed Derby, or the Frowsy Tricbrn? 
We asked the Editors and they 
didn't know, and two to one, if we 
asked you, you wouldn't know, 
either. 
In a double-locked vault in the 
cellar, of the Library, with thous-
ands of other rare and valuable 
documents, lies every FLAT HAT 
from Volume I, Number 1, to last 
week's issue. It is from the first 
editorial in the first FLAT HAT 
and frorri JJr; Swem, that we have 
most of our information concern-
ing the baptism of our little jour-
nal. 
Back in 1750, before the United 
States were born, the Flat- Hat 
Club was founded in the College. 
It received its name from the mor-
tar boards the Seniors wear at 
graduation—after all, what are 
they but flat hats? This fact re-
futes the popular idea that the 
name is a typographical error for 
Fat Heads—or something. 
The club was purely social in 
character, but its collection of dif-
ficult technical books showed that 
the ("light reading" of its mem-
bers was pretty substantial. Many 
seem to think that the Flat Hat 
Club led directly to the founding 
of Phi Beta Kappa in 1775. 
' Thomas Jefferson, St. George 
Tucker, George Wythe, Robert 
Baylor, Jr., and Edmund Ran-
dolph were among the first wear-
ers of the official Flat Hat badge. 
Unfortunately,- despite its illustri-
ous members, the original club did 
not survive. 
However, when the first staff 
was faced With the problem of 
christening its brain-child, they 
thought it only fitting to adopt 
the name of the club with its max-
im, "Stabilitas et Fides."—Thus 
we derive our being, and inherit 
a very honorable name arfdvmotto. 
DANCE SATURDAY NIGHT 
There will be a dance for all 
students in Blow gym Saturday 
night from 9 to 11:30 P. M. 
By RUTH WEIMER 
I 
The Gamma Kappa Chapter of 
Kappa Kappa Gamma announces 
with pleasure the initiation of 
Dolores Hampton, Rahway, N. J.; 
Frances Buttler, Alexandria, Va.; 
and Jacqueline Adams, Winnetka, 
111., on October 21 and 22. 
The Thetas entertained a group 
of alumni last Tuesday night, Oc-
tober 12, for after dinner coffee. 
The guests were Mrs. Runnels, 
Miss Emily Hall, Mrs. Swan, Mrs. 
Washington,, Mrs. Metzenthin, and 
Mrs. Jane Prout, who are all re-
siding in Williamsburg at the 
present time. 
Phi Mu's honored their new 
housemother, Mrs. Fleetwood, with 
a tea last Friday afternoon, Oc-
tober 15. Miss Thelma Brown, 
alumna adviser, acted as hostess. 
The Phi Mu's have welcomed to 
their chapter a transfer, Miss Gu-
nesh Guran, formerly of Turkey. 
She is an accomplished linguist 
who speaks six . different langu-
ages and has traveled extensively 
in Europe. 
Deedee Armor Names 
Echo Staff Assistants 
Deedee Armor, editor of the 
Colonial Echo, has announced the 
following as her staff assistants 
for the '43-'44 publication: Becky 
Ramsey, associate editor; Gwen 
Kehl, activities editor; Marian 
Lang, makeup editor; and Joan 
Parker, • class editor. Virginia Lee 
and Linwood Aaron, A.S., U.S.N.R., 
will act as photographers. Aiding 
Winnie Gill, the business manager, 
are Norma Bradshaw and Frances 
Smith, who will assist in photog-
raphy. 
Although these appointments 
have not been approved by the 
Publications Committee, the staff 
has begun its plans and is working 
every Tuesday night in the Coloni-
al Echo office. 
\ 
NATIONAL BARBER 
SHOP 
Best Shop in Town 
With Good Barbers 
PROP. J. A. REID 
Max Reig 
Williamsburg, Va. 
The Shop of . 
Distinctive Gifts 
Old Post Office Bldg. 
GALL 127 
For Your Winter Needs 
Goal and Fuel Oil 
Williamsburg Coal 
Co., Inc. 
CHURCH OF 
SAINT BEDE 
(Catholic) 
HOLY MASS 
Sundays 
9:30 and 11:00 A. M. 
Daily 
7:30 A. M. 
Fine 
Meats 
Groceries 
Vegetables 
Coeds Entertain Chaplains 
At Reception In Plii ffete 
Function Given "~. 
By WAM Corps 
Dancing, to the tune of a vic-
trola aild an amplifier, wis the , 
main feature of entertainment at 
the WAM-sponsored reception for 
the Chaplains in Phi Beta Kappa 
Hall last Friday night. 
Since fewer chaplains than were 
expected attended the reception, 
the dancing was organized so that 
the girls did the breaking. Those 
who didn't dance figured out some 
scrambled words, conversed, or 
partook of the refreshments of 
punch and cookies. This first so-
cial function of the school year for 
the Chaplains was given by the 
WAM Corps, and junior and sen-
ior girls were invited to be pres^! 
ent. 
Ths Dodge Room was decorated 
according to the season, aiid fol-
lowed the autumnal theme with 
bright colored leaves and sprays 
of foliage attractively arranged on 
the punch table and on the mantle. 
Pat Kyle was chairman of the 
reception, with Frances Buttler as 
her assistant. Committee heads 
were Barbara Perkins, head of 
decorations; Elaine Lewis, refresh-
ments; Maizie Tressler, invita-
tions; and Gene Kellogg and Nan-
cy Grube, co-chairmen of enter-
tainment. 
IT'S THE "TOP" 
FOR MORAIE 
Williamsburg Methodist Church 
At the College Entrance 
L. F. Havermale, D.D., Minister 
Students -and Bible Class 9:45 
A. M., Public Worship 11 A.M., 
•7:30 P.M.; Wesley Foundation 
4 P. M. 
F E R G U S O N 
P R I N T S H O P 
GOOD PRINTING 
PHONE 111 
Williamsburg, Va. 
The hat for .any place, any 
occasion; suiting its style to <i$ 
your personality, standing ^ 
up under the hardest w e a r '7 
. . . no wo'nder it's the most * 
, popular lightweight-hat 
Knox ever created. 
•Other Knox Lightweights '-' 
$6.50 to $10 i 
•,;#.i 
i. Buy More War Bonds "$ 
Ifoziej-Callis Co., -> 
?- Williamsburg,'' Va. - 4* 
!S ' T r o d . Mark 
>m-mm* mm*® 
YOUR COLORS 
OF THE BOH R I \ 
'WIJBLE FEAlDfir 
NAIL ENAMEL AIVD AUHEBOX 
*7Hi'4 complete 
•The fashion colors in nail enamel that 
.all smart America has taken to its heart— 
and hands! Touched by the Revlon 
genius for a "stay-on" quality that some call 
magic. Packed with a wee bottle of the famous 
; base coat; Adherbn.in this encjianting 
Double Feature Set. V - , t -
Fabulous Revlon Lipsticks to match—60ff; $1. 
iCASES'S, 
Williamsburg:, Virginia 
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w a s elected-:, Representative-at-
Large to the Judicial Council. 
Fran's junior year was a. color-
ful one for her. She became vice-
Active Judicial Chairman 
Holds 2 wo Scholarships 
By NANCY J. GRUBE president As; a sophomore, Fran 
"May I please have permission 
to date out of social hours?" 
"Can't I possibly see him on Mon-
day?"—Such are the questions 
that- Frances Gibson Pendleton, 
chairman of Judicial Committee, 
must answer nearly every day. 
Born in Lynchburg, Virginia, 
Fran later-- lived in Covington, 
Kentucky, for seven years, and now 
she -says she is from Tappahan-. 
nock, Virginia. 
Im the. fall of 1940, Fran entered 
William and Mary and soon made 
a host of friends. She lost no time 
in entering the various activities. 
Fran was elected treasurer of the 
French Club and was made a mem-
ber-of the Executive Council of the 
Canterbury Club on which she re-
mained for four years. She has 
been a member of the Clayton 
Grimes Biology Club, the German; 
Club, and the Y.W.C.A. while in-
college. During her first year she 
was initiated into- Kappa Delta 
Sorority of which she is now vice-
By BOBBIE STEELY 
From the FirsJ Lux of Alfred 
president of both the French Club IL.this headline caught my eye: 
and' the Canterbury Club. Toward 
the.end of the year she was tapped 
for Mprtarboard of which she is 
Historian. Soon after this she 
was elected Chairman of the Ju-
dicial Committee. 
Now, as a senior, Fran is a 
member of the General Co-opera-
tive Committee, the Student Sen-
ate, and the Assembly. 
With all her activities, though, 
^ran spends her afternoons serv-
ing as secretary to Dr. Morton. 
This past summer, Fran attend-
ed the summer session here, which 
will enable her to graduate in 
February, at the age of 19. Her 
one regret is that graduation is 
coming all too soon. In summer 
"NEW FACES FOUND ON 
FACULTY" 
Cosmetics or plastic surgery? 
Tribunal Meeting Again; 
Freshies' Doom Neaping 
. Banks,Freer, Wood 
Chaplains Conduct Are Planning Fates 
Mock Court Trial 
Class 19 of the Naval Training 
School for Chaplains held a mock 
summary court-martial on the ev-
ening of October 12, in Marshall-
From the Prop News-Reel of St, 
Jo College Institute this little Wythe Hall. 
flare of poetry seemed to fit to a Specialist Lane trial 
charged with insubordination, un^ 
With the all too vivid memory 
of their first experiences "with the 
Tribunal still in mind, the class of 
'47 will soon again face the wrath 
of the Sophomores, according to 
Clerk of Court Sammy Banks. 
This . next encounter with the 
Mighty Hand of the Law will oc-
cur on October 29. 
Little evidence was given of the 
"The students get the paper, 
The school gets ' the fame, 
The printer gets the money, 
The staff gets the blame." 
Gross-! Gross! 
From the Tally Ho of Villanova 
"Ashes to ashes, 
school, she was president of Worn- Dust to dust, 
en's Student Government. If it weren't for the paint, 
Fran has a very , natural way The co-eds would rust." 
about her and can always make 
girls feel at home in. her room in We know some co-eds that are new cleaning woman in Marshall 
authorized possession of spirituous fate awaiting those unfortunates 
liquors, and tKeft from the medical who incur' the displeasure of thfiir 
officer of the school. Chaplain superiors in .this period. No doubt 
,. i, .',- • •„„ , „ , is lef*,, however, that the fertile 
Jacobson, dressed as "Ruby Pearl ^ . ^
 o f ^ . u d g e g ^ ^ ^ 
Licorice", was the star of the
 t o d e v i g e n e w a n d infinitely more 
show, and caused great amusement fiendish punishments for the 
with "her" blackface antics and re-
 w r 0ngdoers. Though Lord "Bot-
marks. In her bright print* gown, 
heavy necklaces, earrings and 
other paraphernalia, Miss Licorice 
tletop" has received his annual 
bath, there will be no shortage of 
equally tedious tasks, which the, 
caused great wonderment on cam-
 c .o u r t , w m m e t e o u t w i t n absolute 
pus—^some thought she was the impartiality. 
Court officials are to be the 
Jefferson. Her pet interest is mu- getting pretty rusty, paint and Wythe, others were of the opinion g.anie a s those who parsed judg-
THEATRE 
Shows 4:00-7:00-9:00 Daily 
Sunday 2:00-4:00-7:00 and 9:00 
Wednesday October 20 
ADVENTURES 
OF A ROOKIE 
Wally Brown . Alan Carney-
Thursday-Friday-Saturday 
October 21J22-23 
HUMPHREY BOSART * E0D1E CfcNTOR 
BETTEDAVIS*OLIVIA deHAVRLAND 
ERROL FlTNN*JOHN GARFIEUMOAN LESLIE 
IDA LUPINO - DENNIS MORGAN 
ANN SHERIDAN*DINAH SHOAE'ALEXIS SMITH 
wink 
sic, and she enjoys listening to all! 
and collecting records of all kinds, 
Although she is a history mar 
jor, Fran is going to finish the 
business •course she has already 
started. After graduation, she 
will enter the Washington School 
for' - Secretaries in Washington, 
D. C. Upon completing this coursej 
Fran hopes to go into some field 
in which she can use both of these 
subjects, perhaps some branch, of 
historical research. 
For .four-years, Fran; has .held 
the Colonial Dames Scholarship 
which is granted through competi-
tion to the girl coming from a line 
of colonial ancestry and going to 
a colonial college. This year, 
Fran also .has been awarded the 
John Stewart- Bryan Scholarship 
in history. 
From, the Madison 
"Breeze" we present: 
College 
"Cosmetics—peach preserves." 
Just more 
from the soil. 
hybred emerging 
If you can't bear to tear your-
self away from this lovely col-
umn, just remember there'll be 
more next week, 
Cadet Officers 
Cadet Officers for week beginning 
18 October 1943: 
smi $. 
.m HORSE TOBIAS • JACK CARSON - AUK HALE 
E0WAR0E¥tR£TTH0RTttH-S.I,5ma-HHn!EMcD»KIEL 
n « M uWVIO BUTUR-SfKE JONES ..< * 0TYSUGKERS 
Scram Plijr by Kormtn P i n t q i * , ! Mvlvln Frank tn<t Jarnis V. Xtrn' 
ftem ta Orl l ini i Story by Ev.sratt f retrain and Arthur Schwirti 
Sunday October 24 
Noah Beery, Jr . 
WE'VE NEVER 
BEEN LICKED 
Ann Gwynne, Martha O'DriscoIl 
Monday-Tuesday, October 25-26 
NELSON EDDY 
PHANTOM OF 
THE OPERA 
SUSANNA FOSTER 
BARNES BARBER SHOP 
Since 1912 we have served the 
students of. William and Mary. 
This same courteous and ef-
ficient service awaits you to-
day. 
Over- Williamsburg Theatre 
Compliments of the 
BEAUTY SHOPPE 
Casey's, Inc. 
PHONE 328 
Complete Line of 
Beauty Services 
COMPANY "A" 
Major Fuchs, Benjamin 
Captain -.. Smith, Jack V. 
Adjutant Bernzwieg, Albert 
P.. & T. Officer Dinwoodie, 
David W., Jr. 
Lieutenants: Schmidt, Salvin; 
Miklautsch, Robert;- Fitzmaurice, 
John E.; Besenyei, Louis S.; Wil-
liams, John J. 
COMPANY "B" 
Captain ....- Waugaman, Leroy 
Lieutenants: Des Combes, Rus-
sell; Fischer, Vincent; Zumpe, 
Clark; Lochner, William; Lip-
stein, Murray; Klevs,. Alvin. 
* . 
that "she" was a new member of
 m e n t i n t h e p r e v j o u s Tr ibuna l . 
the faculty. The trial ended when Chief Justice Jan Freer will wield 
Lane was found not guilty on all 
three charges. 
Senior member of the court was 
Chaplain Wilson Bennett, Record-
er was Chaplain David Sheetz; , 
Defense Counsel, Chaplain Robert 
Keating,, and Master-at-arms, 
Chaplain Thomas MacMahon. 
Chaplains Robinson, Williams, 
and Stultz of the Faculty were 
present to observe the procedure. 
During their sojourn at William
 f o r " the" first ~ time'"this year, the 
and Marj, each dass^ must present
 G e n e r a U , Cooperative Committee 
attempted to find remedies for the 
campus problems which have de-
veloped since the opening of the 
fall term. In order to clarify the 
procedure by which newly-formed 
groups may obtain recognition on 
the campus, it was suggested that 
the Editor of the FLAT HAT print 
Article VII from the Student As-
sembly By-Laws and any state-
continued ony Page 8) ^  
Cooperative 
Com. Holds 
First Meeting 
Meeting Thursday, October 14, 
a mock trial to school Chaplains in 
the proper Navy Court-Martial 
manner. 
Warn Contest Won 
By Jeanne Lamb 
Final entries in the WAM song-
contest were chosen Wednesday, ^ ; * ~f- p o ] i c y w h i c h President 
October 13, in Washington 200 by 
a majority of WAM volunteers. 
Choice narrowed down to songs by 
Lucile Burbank, Ronald King, and 
Pomfret might make- concerning 
the formation of men's local social 
dubs. 
The motion was made that 
m war 
stamps for the following song: 
BUY BETTER GJRADE 
GROCERIES AT 
Kramer's Grocery 
PHONE 33 
Jeanne Lamb. The winner, Jeanne
 m g n u o f t h e d a y > s m e a l g b e p o s t c d 
Lamb, received $2.00 in war
 o u t s i f e t h e Dining Hall, and Mar-
jorie Retzke suggested that the 
cafeteria administration be asked 
to check the number of persons 
eating • on the first shift of the 
noon meal. 
The question was raised as to 
whether or not' students are re-
quired to eat in the Dining 
Hall. Administration-representa-
t ive Marguerite Wynne-Roberts 
referred the committee to pages 
52 and 53 of the current College 
Catalogue. According to state-
No guns have we to shoot the foe,
 m en ts there> all freshmen stu-
No uniforms to proudly'' show, dents and sophomore, junior and 
But we will fight as hard as G. I. senior women are required to eat 
WAR SONG , 
(Tune of "I. Got Six Pence") 
We pledge five hours— 
Every month five hours— ' 
We pledge five hours 
To help our Uncle Sam. 
We've got spare time each day, 
It's no time to play 
And we're proud to say 
we're in the WAMS! Hey! hey! 
Joe 
In every single way we know. 
The Oldest and Largest in Williamsburg 
For better Cleaning^* * * better Service 
Come to Collins 
COLLINS WILL SAVE YOUR CLOTHES AND SAVE YOUR 
MONEY. 
COLLINS GLEANING m DYEING CO. 
Selling stamps, U.S.O. 
Nurses' Aides, Red Cross, 
It's not much but it's up 
WAMS. 
to the 
WAMS — yessiree! 
And 500 strong are- we; 
We're in the fight for victory! 
in the Dining Hall. Work-Study 
Plan students, whose schedules do 
not permit them to eat at the reg-
ular meal hours, are excused: • 
The committee decided to have 
a loose-leaf notebook containing 
the names of faculty and alumni 
now serving in the armed forces 
to be placed in the Library and 
kept there at all times. 
ST ADIUM SERVICE STATION 
GAS, OIL, AUTO ACCESSORIES, 
DRINKS, ICE CREAM. 
OPEN 8 A.M. - 10 P.,M. 
G. B. Thompson, Mgr. 
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College 
Calendar 
Cafeteria Delay War Fund Drive Service Exhibit 
Wednesday, October 20— 
Chi Delta Chi initiation. Great 
Hall, 8:30-10 P. M. 
Student Religious Union, Wren 
100. 8 P. M. 
Clayton Grimes. Washington 
100. 8 P. M. 
Y.W.C.A. Cabinet. Mortarboard 
Room. 3:30 P. M. 
Westminster Fellowship Party. 
Social Room. Church. 8:15-
10 P. M. 
Orchestra Practice. Music 
Building. 8 P. M. . 
Chapel. Wren Chapel. 7:30-8 
P. M. 
Choir. Chapel. 5-6 P. M. 
Gamma Phi Beta tea. House. 
4-5:30 P. M. 
Thursday, October 21— 
Orchesis Meeting. Great Hall. 
4:15-5:30 P. M. 
Orchestra P r a c t i c e . Music 
Building. 8 P. M. 
Kappa Kappa Gamma initiation. 
House. 7 P. M. 
Friday, October 22— 
Mortarboard. Jefferson Mortar-
board room.. 4:30-5:30 P. M. 
Kappa Chi Kappa. Barrett. 
5-6. P. M. 
War Council Party—Specialists 
and Ship's Co. Dodge. 8-10 
P. M. 
W. and M. Chorus. Washington 
200. 6:30-8 P. M. 
Kappa Kappa Gamma initiation. 
House. 7 P. M. 
Saturday, October 23— 
.. Y. W. C. A. Bazaar. Sunken 
• Garden. Afternoon. 
War Council. Stamp Stomp 
(Continued from Page 1) 
that within the next two weeks 
the cafeteria would be ready. He 
made it clear, however, that that 
was only a guess, not a promise. 
When the new equipment is fi-
nally ready, the Navy Chaplains 
will move to what is now the cafe-
teria and will have their meals 
served there. Both the> student 
body and the Army Training Unit 
will use the large Dining Hall. 
Dance. Blow Gym. 8:30-
11:30 P. M. ' 
Football Game. Cary Field. 4. 
Kappa Delta. Founders Day. 
Sunday, October 24— 
Scarab Society reception. Dodge 
3:30-6 P. M. 
Canterbury Club meeting. Wren 
Chapel. 8 A. M. 
. K^ppa Chi Kappa. Marshmal-
low Roast. Girl Scout Fire-
place. 3 P. M. 
Chi Omega tea. Alumni, trans-
fers, initiates. House. 3:30-
5:30 P. M. 
Pan Hellenic Mixer. Barrett. 
4:30-5:30 P. M. 
Westminster Fellowship. Pres-
byterian Church. 7:30 P. M. 
Tuesday, October 26— 
Debate Council. Barrett Living 
Room. 5-5:45 P. M. 
War Council. Jefferson Mortar-
board Room. 5 P. M. 
International Relations. Barrett 
Living Room. 7:30 P. M. 
FLAT HAT. Marshall-Wythe 
302. 8 P. M. 
W. and M. Chorus. Washington 
200. 6:30.8 P. M. 
(Continued from Page 1) 
tion-wide campaign which started 
October 1st and* which will con-
tinue until November 20. The War 
Fund is taking the place of Com-
munity Chest driyes for the dura-
tion of the war. Money given to 
the War Fund goes to the U.S.O., 
United Seamen's Service, War 
Prisoners' Aid, Belgian War Re-
lief Society, British War Relief 
Society, French Relief Fund, 
Friends of Luxembourg, Greek 
War Relief Association, Norwe-
gian Relief, Polish War Relief, 
Queen Wilhelmina Fund, Russian 
War Relief, United China Relief, 
United Czechoslovak Relief, Unit-
ed Yugoslav Relief Fund, Refugee 
Relief Trustees, and the U. S. 
Committee in !Care of European 
Children. 
United War Fund gifts cover all 
the fronts. 
Williamsburg's quota, including 
the College, Naval Chaplains, and 
A.S.T.U. contributions, go directly 
to the national fund. 
There will be a representative 
in every dormitory hall and in 
every sorority house to. accept con-
tributions. Students are asked to 
give their contributions to their 
own representatives • and will re-
ceive War Fund tags from them. 
(Continued from Page 1) 
coast to coast in a series of exhi-
bitions at leading museums aiid 
university galleries. Most.:of the 
pictures are for sale and the en-
tire proceeds will go to the artists 
themselves. The price of the 
works range from five to three 
hundred dollars. 
A number of these pictures will 
be remembered from their appear-
ance in Life magazine in the fall 
of 1942. Among them were: 
"Practice Landing", "7:00 A. M.", 
"A Soldier's Dream", etc., all of 
which, in addition to countless 
others, will be on view at the ex-
hibit. 
Another news item from the 
Fine Arts Department concerns 
the increase in the collection of 
recorded music at the College Li-
brary. Friends of William and 
Mary have made a gift of twenty 
new albums and two of these have 
been added to the Hill collection. 
The library hopes to have between 
1500 and 2000 records available to 
the students in the near future. 
FC®yiCTORY 
PENINSULA BANK 
and TRUST CO. 
YOUR OWN 
HOME BANK 
WHITE OPTICAL CO. 
Medical Arts Building 
Newport News, Vaj 
TIME • UFE • FORTUNE 
Special Student, Faculty, Military Rates 
for Limited Time Only As Low as $2.50. 
I TOM INGRAM 
S e e i TOM DINGLE 
JERRY HYMAN 
er 
I ou light up a cigarette, unfold your newspaper 
and the news of the world unfolds before your 
eyes. You depend on the printed word to keep 
you up to the minute on everything that counts. 
A n d smokers depend on Chesterfield 
for everything that counts in a ciga-
rette. Their Right Combination of the 
world's best cigarette tobaccos makes 
them Milder, Cooler-Smoking and far 
Better-Tasting. Make your next pack 
Chesterfield and see how really good a 
cigarette can be. 
Copyright 1943, LIGGETT & Mrats TOBACCO CO. 
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Tribe Beaten By Navy Plebes, 28-0 
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FRESHMEN VS. PLEBES 
Pain, hail, and a hurricane wind, combined with a squad of 
90 big bruising plebes were too much for the Papooses to 
cope with in one afternoon. Eight deep in every position 
and playing 77 men, the Plebes used their size and weight to 
advantage to overpower the Freshmen. 
The Indians donated the first Navy touchdown by failing 
to cover, a punt properly. Eisenman went straight down the 
middle for 65 yards and the score. William and Mary's line 
stopped the powerful Middie backs cold time after time, forc-
ing them to kick, until Cobean's passes caught the Papoose 
secondary off guard for two quick touchdowns, the first on 
a 51 yard pass, and the second on a 40 yard toss to Rainie. 
Navy's only earned touchdown came -in the third period on a 
sustained drive and an 8-yard pass. 
Before the game Coach McCray told the Papooses that this 
game would "separate the men from the boys" on the field. 
Every William and Mary player that entered the game real-
ized that he was up against an opponent 30 pounds heavier 
than he was. But you would never know it, because those 
Indians played hard bruising football. Those players were 
men, every .one, of them, as they-spilled Navy's intricate at-
tack repeatedly for losses. '.. Vv" 
Benny Raimondi, the human bombsight, played a fine 
game as he ran the Middie ends ragged for gains, and com-
pleted passes to Galbreath. The gale, however, hampered 
Benny's passing and kicking no end::,:.It was.-so Strong that 
when Mcllwain kicked out from the 10-yard line, his punt 
was caught by the wind and blown back behind the goal line, 
giving Navy an automatic safety^ On anpther occasion Han-
son's kickoff traveled 90 yards in the air as the wind carried 
it over the goal posts into the street. 
' Other Indian stars were numerous. Captain Warren Gal-
breath caught passes from Raimondi and continually broke 
through to spill Navy backs for losses. On defense, Bill Syd-
nor intercepted two passes and backed up the line viciously. 
Art Foussikis and., Tom Mikula spent most of the afternoon 
in the Plebe backfield, making themselves a general nuisance 
to the Navy. Bill Jolley tackled well. 
McCray expressed deep satisfaction in the way his team 
played. The squad was out-manned and out-maneuvered but 
not but-played. ; In fact, it was remarkable tha t the Indians 
did so well; Until the team reached Annapolis, no one knew 
whether the game was scheduled with the Junior Varsity, 
the Plebes, or what. 
This week it's a double-header—Apprentice School at New-
port News Friday night, and Randolph-Macon here Saturday 
afternoon., Give, the team a break and come out and cheer. 
Wolves Lead By Half Game 
In\ lntmmural folley Ball 
The'. College Wolves, rolling 
along 'toward the intramural vol-
ley ball championship, received a 
sharp iset-back on Thursday night. 
when they dropped their first con-
test of the season" to the Yanks. 
The loss tightened up the pennant 
race, although - the Wolves still 
hold a; one-half game lead. 
Monday, the. fourth, the Yanks . 
and Commandos. clashed, jvith the 
Comm'andos'_rallyiiig to take the 
set: 13-7, 15-1?V -v;'.'' • ..' . :,.''.i.-k 
On :Tuesiay the1'.'Indians gavjfc. 
Captain Kitman's Wolves their 
first '(Jin when • the Indians, had *to 
forfeit. 
Wednesday the Goldbricks Ral-
lied ,t<5" whip the Rebels, 15-9 and 
16-14,las tall, lean Hansen set the 
pace. * 
Out' for revenge, the Rebels 
came -back on Thursday night to 
roll aver the Commandos 15-12, 
17-15;; and Friday closed a week 
of play as the Wolves continued 
their '^winning streak by routing 
the Gbldbricks, in two straight, 
VOLLEY BALL 
STANDINGS 
Team Won Lost Pet. 
Wolves -. 3 1 .750 
Yankees '.. 2 1 .667 
Goldbricks 2 1 .667 
Commandos 2 2 .500 
Rebels .'. 1 2 .333 
Wigwams 1 2 .333 
Indians 0 3 .000 
games. The Wigwams also crush-
ed the Indians, handing them their 
second straight loss. 
Monday, the eleventh, the 
Wolves went ahead in the league 
by coming from behind, in the, 
first game to defeat the Gold-
bricks 15-9, then taking the sec-
ond 15-4. 
The Yankees defeated the Reb-
els Tuesday by scoring 15-5 and 
15-12, In what can be considered 
a warm-up game for Thursday. 
. (Continued on Page 6) 
A.S.T.U. Teams 
Boast Former 
Gridiron Stars 
By PVT. LEO STALNAKER, JR. 
Players on-the A.S.T.U.'s 
Commandos and Stuka Div-
ers football teams hail from 
far and wide, and most of.the 
soldier athletes became well 
acquainted with the pigskin 
in high schools and colleges' 
before donning khaki. 
It's not a gr-oup of football 
"rookies" that file out on William 
and Mary's football green five af-
ternoons a week for practice on 
their own time, but former high 
school and college letter-men who 
play for the love of the game. 
Pvt. Kalawarski, Company A's 
husky captain from Sharon, Penn-
sylvania, has two years of college 
and high school football experi-
ence. Tipping the scales at. nearly 
225 pounds and standing six. feet, 
two inches tall, Kalawarski held 
down a tackle position for two 
years at Ohio State University. 
With a five-year association 
with the pigskin behind him, Pvt. 
Bill Allison, St. Petersburg, Fla., 
heads Company B's^ Stuka Diver 
team. Allison, who weighs i70 
pounds, plays right guard for J;he 
Brown Hall team, and had a simi-
lar post on Cornell's "Big Red" 
squad for two years. 
Joe Och, Company A's 186-
pound end, was a member of 
Pittsburgh Central Catholic High 
School's eleven for three- years. 
Och has also played professional 
baseball and, prior to induction, 
was under contract to the New 
York Yankees. 
The Stuka Divers' 210-pound 
tackle, William Tyler, Cape May 
Court House, N. J., won letters in 
football, basketball and baseball at 
The Peddie School, Height's Town, 
N. J. The tall tackle participated 
in all three sports for four years 
and played one season of profes-
sional baseball with the Atlantic 
City Blues. 
"Andy" Peyton, the Commando's 
fleet 155-pound quarterback, play-
ed for North Catholic High School 
and was a member of the Phila-
(Continued on Page 6) 
Monogram Girls 
Help Entertain 
The Girl's Monogram Club will 
again this year sponsor the open 
house for service men at the Meth-
odist Church. Entertainment has 
been planned by Miss Eunice Hall 
of Matthew Whaley High School 
and Miss Martha Barksdale' for 
each Saturday and Sunday night 
from 7 to 10 P. M. 
Miss Alma Wilkens, head of the 
Home Economics Department, is 
chairman of the refreshment com-
mittee. Recreation offered con-
sists of square dancing,, checkers, 
bridge, ping pong, and shuffle 
board. 
The Methodist Church playroom 
was the first in Williamsburg de-
signed for the use of servicemen, 
having been started by Rev. and 
Mrs. Havermale long before the 
U.S.O. was organized.here. .. 
Gale Stops 
Raimondi ?s 
Hard Schedule 
Faces Coaches 
Present conditions find the Phy-
sical Education Department hard-
pressed, with
 ; almost twice as 
much work as there was in peace-
time. This semester the coaching 
staff is instructing a total of 730 
men which includes 500 A.S.T.U.'s 
and 230 civilians. The total num-
ber of coaching hours is 3,690 each 
week as compared with 1,950 hours 
last year. This creates an over-
load for each coach for there are 
the same number of instructors 
on the staff. 
Not only are the classes more 
numerous, but the routine of 
teaching is quite different. The 
civilian students are now being 
given the same program, though 
not as strenuous a one as the 
army. This means a revision of 
all former methods used in condi-
tioning civilian students. The 
present standards are equal to 
those set down by the government. 
The use of the obstacle course is 
one of the major points in the 
present physical education pro-
gram. 
W-M,A.S.T.U.Play 
Air Base Nov. 20 
The William and Mary Athletic 
Association announced last week 
that it had added a game with the 
Richmond Army Air Base to the 
Tribe's seven-game schedule. The 
freshmen squad will combine with 
the teams of the A.S.T.U.; and 
together, they will face the big 
"Thunderbird" eleven. The game 
will be played on November 20 at 
Gary Field, and becomes the fifth 
game on the William and Mary 
card. 
The Air Base has a record that 
we cannot call spectacular; but, 
nevertheless, after being walloped 
by a far more advanced Richmond 
University team, they did an about 
face, tying Virginia's favored Cav-
aliers 7-7, and beating two service 
teams—the Norfolk Naval Base, 
6-0; and Fort Monroe, 12-0. The 
flyers from Richmond will have an 
edge in weight with a line that 
comes close to averaging two hun-
dred pounds; but since they have 
little time for practice, they are 
handicapped. All factors taken 
into consideration^ it looks as 
though a good football game will 
be played at Cary Field on Novem-
ber 20. ' 
Frosh Meet R.-M., 
Apprentice School 
Two outstanding games are 
scheduled for Coach McCray's co-
horts this week. The first is with 
Apprentice School varsity Friday 
night at Newport News, and the 
second is here at Cary Field Sat-
urday afternoon with Randolph-
Macon's flashy eleven. 
Injuries received in the Navy 
contest were slight, and the Tribe 
will be at full strength for both 
contests. 
Indians As 
Passes Fail 
For sixty bitter minutes, in 
a cold driving rain and strong 
wind, a valiant band of W. & 
M. football players battled a 
mighty Navy plebe squad, 
only to lose by giving up 
three unearned touchdowns. 
Though beaten decisively, the 
Indians were not disgraced. Be-
fore the day ended, the plebes had 
thrown seven complete teams into 
the fray, including the nine men 
who had played varsity football 
for such schools as V.P.I., V.'M.L, 
and Bucknell. The Tribe was 
never outfought, seldom outplay-. 
ed; they were simply outmanned. 
Ben Raimondi was the standout in 
the W. & M. backfield, while on : 
the line, Tom Mikula, Warren Gal-
breath, and Bill Sydnor played, a 
splendid game. 
The first quarter was hardly 
two minutes old, when Eisenman, 
of the Navy took a punt from 
Boiling Chappell, and raced 65 
yards through a broken field f qr a 
touchdown. Carroll converted. 
The remainder of the quarter was 
marked by a kicking duel, and the .', 
period ended with the Navy in 
possession of the ball on their own 
20-yard line. 
The Middies were forced to 
kick, and on the wings of Ben 
Raimondi's passes, the Indians 
drove deep into Navy territory.' ; 
However, a pass; was intercepted, 
and the plebes took over on their 
40-yard line. From this point 
they connected on a pass play that 
traveled 51 yards down the field 
for a touchdown. Bill Sydnor 
broke through to block the extra 
point attempt. Navy kicked into 
the W- & M. end-zone, and then 
broke through to block Boiling 
Chappell's; kick on the 15-yard 
line. The threat of a score was 
averted temporarily, when Bill 
Sydnor intercepted anpther pass 
on the 8-yard line. On the next 
play Preston Mcllwain's boot from 
the end-zone was blown back 
across the goal line, and this, trick , 
of the fates gave Navy a safety ; 
and two more points. Navy then 
took Ben Raimondi's free kick on •
 : : 
the W. & M. 40-yard line, where 
another long pass was completed 
for a touchdown. The sailors con-
(Continued on Page 6) 
Did You Know. 
—That William and Mary has 
played and beaten the Univer-
sity of Richmond four times in 
the past four years ? : 
-—That in the past ten years Wil-
liam and Mary has won 45 
games,'lost 40, and tied 7? ; ; 
—That William and Mary ' had ' > '. 
its best teams in 1941, (8-2-0) '•'•"' 
and 1942 (9-1-1)? 
-That- during World 'War I Wil-
liam and Mary did not have to 
disband varsity football ? Com-
pare this with World War II. 
-That since Coach Carl Voyles 
took the reins at W. & M., the 
Indians have not lost a Home- : 
coming contest, although on 
several occasions going into the 
fray a decided underdog ? 
PACE SIX T H E F L A T H A T Tuesday, Q<*ab«r 19,: 194$ 
Aukamps Gamp ASTJU Rpfew In Honor 
In Wren Kftdien :.Qf College Student Body 
Thursday evening the Women's Athletic Council held its 
first meeting of the season. Miss -Marion ReedeT was. ap-
pointed new f a.ejilty member to this committee. The council, 
rija# ui of Mis& Barksdale, Miss Reeder, Miss Wynne-Rob-
erts> Maj;y Wijson Carver;, Sue Lamb, and Janet Ginsberg, 
discussed this year's athletic program and made plan& for 
hockey intramurals. 
I t -was decided to have individ-
ual class teams, dormitory teams, 
an4s sorority teams in intramural 
hockey. The dormitories will make 
up aSj many teams as possible; 
Chandler^ and Barrett Halls will 
probably have two. or three teams, 
each with an individual captain. 
Also it was. decided that a t the 
end of the- season recognition for 
the-winning teams this year will 
he.on the percentage basis; that.is, 
the highest recognition will be giv-
en to that dormitory or sorority 
house having the greatest percent-
age ofr girls participating. 
The Dance Club, at present com-
posed of both last year's A and B 
groups, has had two meetings. Al-
though there are only 15 girls in 
GAMEl STATISTICS 
W&M> 
Yards rushing 108 
First downs 7 
Passes complete*!.... 4 
Passes attempted .. 14 
Yards passing 58 
Punting ave 29 
Passes- int 4 
Yards lost on 
Net gain (total) .... 209 
Navy 
180 
10 
'4 
9 
118 
22 
3 
75 
318 
(Continued from Pagfr 5) 
verted, and a t half time the score 
i h T c l u b T T h a ' s b e ^ n ^ m c e d ^ood, W & M. - 0; Navy - 22. 
that try-outs for new members 
will be held soon. Under the di-
rection of Miss Arlene Jackman, 
the Dance Club will hold its meet-
ings every Thursday afternoon 
from 4:15-4:30; 
The Monogram Club announces . 
. . . . . j • i j . * L„J„ capped the Indians as their plung 
that it needs girls to entertain . . " , . . , " , 
Navy clicked for another touch-
down pass late in the third quar-
ter, and the game ended with the 
Middies handing the Indians their 
first defeat of the season, 28 - 0. 
Mcllwain, frosh fullback, missed 
a train and consequently handi-
j.v -o „ «™ ing attack fizzled. 
the Recreation * LINEUPS 
W. & M. 
service men m 
Room a t the Methodist Church. 
Any girls interested in helping 
out*) on Saturday and Sunday, { v ^ ^ 
nights may sign up on the bulle-
 p
a m p
 !\ ( 
tin-board in Jefferson gym now. ° u s s e « 
Tennis Intramurals are under , 7 ? n . ° r 
way; the first games were played 
on- Monday. Tomorrow's schedule 
is as follows: 
3:35 P. M.: 
Kappa Kappa Gamma vs. Kapr 
pa Delta 
Phi Mu vs. Chi Omega 
Gamma Phi Beta vs. Delta Del-
ta , Delta 
Kappa Alpha Theta vs. Pi Beta 
Phi 
Barrett-vs. Jefferson. 
4:35, P . M . : 
•Kappa Kappa Gamma vs. Chi 
Omegar 
Kappa Delta . vs. Delta Delta 
DeHa 
Phi Mu vs. Pi Beta Phi 
Gamma Phi Beta vs. Alpha Chi 
Omega 
Barrett vs. Chandler. 
Mikula 
White 
Galbreath 
Raimondi 
Jolley 
B. Chappell 
H. Chappell 
W. 
Navy 
Rose' 
Fitzwilson 
Deramee 
Whittle 
Larkin 
Jones 
Carnahan 
Turner 
De Anglus 
•Eisenman 
Carroll 
LE 
LT 
LG 
C 
RG 
RT 
R E 
QB. 
LH 
RH 
FB 
SGORING BY PERIODS 
1 2 3 4 
& M 0 0 0 0—0 
NAVY 7 15 6 0—28 
SUBSTITUTIONS 
W. & M.—Jackson, Reynolds, Hall; 
Martin, Wright,, Harville, Garri-
son, Dunbar, Kornbluh, Ecker-
son, Wood, Mcllwain, Grenadier. 
NAVY—(77 men). 
Wolves Lead 
Mania and Papa-, Aukamp have 
seized Wren Kitchen for the next 
two weeks. They are the princi-
pal characters in "Papa is All", 
the opening play of the William 
and Mary Theatre, to be held 
Wednesday and Thursday even-
ings, October 27 and 28, in Phi 
Beta Kappa Hall. Rehearsals, un-
der the direction of Miss Hunt and 
Mr. Boyt, are now under way. in 
Wren and on the Phi Beta Kappa 
stage. 
The story •'• concerns tyrannical 
"Papa", who rejgns supreme in the, 
lives ofr his -family; Mama,\ Jake, 
and Emma. Mrs. Yoder, the Au-
kamps' gossipy neighbor, contrib-
utes, much humor. 
John Manos (Papa)., took the 
part of • Napoleon in Shaw's "Man 
of Destiny", - and Emilian, the 
Poet in the Russian farce, "Squar-
ing,the- Cirele." Anna Belle Koe-
nig (Mama): played Eve in Shave's 
"Back to Methuselah" and Tonya 
in "Squaring the- Circle," Betty 
Driscoll' (Mrs? Ypdeiv)- and Norma 
Ritter (Emma: Aukamp). both 
played Ludmilla in "Squaring the 
Circle." Levi Marlow (Jake Au-
kamp) enacted a juvenile role last 
summer- in "The Fighting Littles." 
Season tickets have been on sale 
for the past week, under* the direc-
tion of Joan Worstell, campaign 
manager, and will be available 
through opening night, October 15. 
In the scene shop classes in 
stagecraft and design under Mr. 
Boyt are turning out the single 
set of the play, a realistic Dutch 
kitchen, 
Officers Of Week 
Take Over Parade 
The , A.S.T.U. has held parades 
in honor of the/ Mayor of Wil-
liamsburg-, the President of the 
College of William and Mary, vis-
iting Naval Officers, but on Wed-
nesday, October 20, they will be 
reviewed by a much larger group 
of honored guests, the students of 
William and Mary. The parade 
will be held on the parade ground 
at 6:45', and will be under the di-
rection of Lieutenant George Kryc. 
Lieutenant Kryc is an Infantry 
officer and, as the lie-w^ Plans and 
Training Officer, will have,,eh,arg;e 
of* all parades in- the future. • 
The parade will be*led; exclusive-
ly by the- Cadet officers, of' the 
week, with Cadet Major Benjamin 
Fuchs and Cadet Adjutant Albert 
Bernsweig of Company A in 
charge. In the future all parades 
will, be under the command of, the 
Cadet Officers and the Cadet. Ma-
jor and Adjutant will alternate be-
tween Companies A and B each 
week. 
BAND BOX CLEANERS 
. (Incorporated) 
S^IPEBI^TIVE; 
BEY CI^ANING SERVICE 
BOB WALLACE,'20 PBX)NE 24 
Gardiner T; Brooks 
Real Estate — Insurance': 
Rentals 
Duke of Gloucester St. 
PHONE 138 
(Continued from Page 5.) 
Two games scheduled for Wed-
nesday had to be postponed be-
cause of military affairs. 
In the triple-header scheduled 
for Thursday, the Goldbricks over-
delphia All-Catholic High School whelmed the Wigwams 15-5 and 
team. Last fall he was a member 1 5 " 4 with Hansen starring, again. 
Gridiron Stars 
(Continued From Page 5) 
A, Complete Variety of 
GROCERIES - MEATS 
FRESH PRODUCE 
^ " ^ * " ^ " W P ^ ^ ^ < " ^ ^ ^ » W " 
• l l * 
mm!w*mm-m*r*rmf, 
1111 
A Fas^iomMe 
Duke of Gloucester Street 
^ - f r ^ - » 4 ^ - f r ^ ^ - f r < 7 f r ^ < ' - f r « ^ - » ^ - » ^ ^ < ^ » < - » ^ » f r ^ 
of the Villanova College squad. The second set was forfeited to 
Marcellus Lipinski, Mt. Olive, t h e W o l v e s b v t h e Commandos, 
lib, also a Stuka.Diver end, held w h e n t h e i r m e n f a i l e d t o *&***• 
a post on h i sh igh school varsity The third set, by far the best con-
squad, for two years. Six feet t e s t e d > w a s w o n f r o m t h e W o l v e s 
tall, Lipinski won letters in foot- b ? the Yankees. The Wolves took 
ball, basketball, and track. Before the first game 15-11, but were 
entering the service, he attended c p m p l e t e l y _ ° u * , p l a 3 ^ d t ^ ^ 
the University of Chicago. 
Another Commando big gun is 
ond game as the Yankees walked 
away 15-3. The third ,game 
„ , — „ , . ™ ,
 iA ... showed much action and spectacu-
Bob Holland from Charlottesville, ^ ^
 m b o t h ^ However, 
Va. The 176-pound player was a ^
 W o l v e g w e a k e n e d a n d t h e 
member of the squad at Fork 
Union Military Academy and Yanks won 15-11. Friday the 
__ , , _ ., _ „ Commandos trampled the Wig-
Hampden-Sydney College.
 w a m s 1 5 . 2 a n d ^ ^ o n e o f t h e 
Thomas "Wagner, Company B
 m o s t one-sided contests of the se-
guard, played ball for Fort Hill rfes. 
High School, Cumberland, Md., for Averages now show that the 
three .years. Wagner, who held Wolves are in first place by one 
letters there in several sports,
 g a m e . t h e Yankees and Gold-
also played semi-professional soft-
 b r i c k s are battling it oui for sec-
b a
" - ond place, while the last place In-
Also figuring
 # in Company A's dians are the only team which has 
plays is 160-pound Sherwin Bards- failed to register a win. 
ley, lioininster, Mass. Bardsley ' - — r - — '•
 : : ; r-r— 
was a member of the University versity of Michigan. Captain of 
of - Maine's squad for two years. his" high school team, Cowlee made 
Company :B's short half-back, Michigan's all-state squad for two. 
Raymond Cowlee, Pontiac, Mich., years and won 12 letters for his 
playedvfreshman ball for the Uni- activities in other sports. 
(AIR-CONDITIONED) 
The Largest and Best Place to Eat 
in the Colonial City. 
SPECIAL RATES TO STUDENTS 
YOUR PATRONAGE APPRECIATED 
Williamsburg, Va. 
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1st Wave ^i*iv«s Sly Organizes 
To Relieve Officer Mixed Chorus 
The Chaplain's School now has 
an added attraction—a WAVE in 
the person of Ensign M. Elizabeth 
Russell. She says, "I've come here 
as Supply and Disbursing officer. 
I am relieving a man for sea duty, 
Lt. W. C, Bauknight." 
Ensign'"Russell, Cornell '40 and 
a Tri-Delt; joined the Training and 
Supply Corps of the WAVE on 
December 22, 1942. She was sent 
as an apprentice' seaman to N orthr 
amptdn for 23 days for indoctrina-
tion and oh January 15, received a 
commission as ensign. Next, En-
sign Russell spent 10 weeks at the 
Radeliff branch of the Navy Sup-
ply Corps School of Harvard. Her 
first tour of duty was at Roosevelt 
Base, Terminal Island, San Pedro, 
California, from which:she was as-
signed permanently to William and 
Mary G61tege. 
There are only five hundred 
WAVES in the Supply Corps and 
Ensign Russell was in the first 
class of commissioned officers to 
graduate. 
Mr. Allan B. Sly has organized 
the new William and Mary Chor-
us, which consists of both stu-, 
dents and A.S.T.U. boys. The 
Chorus rehearses every Tuesday 
and Friday evening from 6:45 to 
7:45 in Washington 200. 
The purpose of organizing this 
group, according to Mr. Sly, is to 
develop a large chorus of both 
ma]e and female voices. All mem-
bers of the Chapel Choir automat-
ically become members. Member-
ship, however, is still open to all 
students and Army cadets. 
Club Notes 
PASTRY SHOP 
Fancy Cakes, Pies, Bread 
And Rolls 
Open Sundays — Phone 298 
The French Club will hold its 
first meeting on Thursday night, 
October 21. Dr. Macy will speak 
on his experiences in Underground 
France. Some Campus talent will 
entertain and refreshments will 
be served. 
The 'Women's Debate Council 
will hold second try-outs at the 
Club's next meeting, Wednesday, 
October 27, in Philomathean Hall 
at 5 o'clock. The Council asks all 
aspirants to prepare a five-minute 
speech on any topic to be given at 
the meeting. 
MONDAY — Yes, the Happy 
Bunk is the most luxuriously de-
lightful . Why-should-I-worry per-
son I know. Every night she, in a 
fabulous manner* winds her undig-
nified hair with profound indif-
ference on a large Tin. The re-
sult is solemn. From a helpless-
looking strand, her hair emerges 
looking twice as perplexed as be-
fore with the removal of the Iron 
Rod. However, she does i t with 
such dexterity and ease that I am 
going to try following her wonder-
ful advice and bully the life out of 
my own resources. 
TUESDAY — There's a bright-
eyed Youngster in the Other 
Bunx's life. I don't like to divulge 
in personalities, but "Our James" 
is a man among men and an imme-
morial sterling character of any 
occasion. He brings the camping 
air and the vitality of better 
things to come with each visit. To-
day he arrived singing soberly;— 
for he is a serious lad, conscious 
of his responsibility in amusing 
the Buhx—"WhdopsieiDbbdle I'm 
off My noodle, ain't nobody gonna 
tell me what to do." 
WEDNESDAY — Why is it that 
I must be continually surprised, 
or perhaps it shouldn't surprise me 
at all, I mean certain perplexing 
Student Qiiestioiis Hank; 
Is He Cadet Or Private? 
Soldiers Make Social DebutSat Night 
At First Military Ball Of World War H 
By PVT. HERMAN J. GBERMAYER 
On Saturday night, the men bf the Army Specialfiied 
Training Unit made, their social debut, and provfed to Wilv 
liarhsbOrg that there was some justification for the old Ynak-; 
im about "a soldier and a gentleman." During the evehi'sg, 
men introduced their friends to their dates as "Cadet JOries", 
and "Cadet Smith"; but they had no idea why they Used the.-
title "Cadet", or if it has any real meaning in the AiS.T:P. 
The deb of the ; evening '%amfe 
experiences in the dining hall-
out" in good style at William and 
Mary's first Military Ball of 
which is all adding up to,the same World War II, complete with the 
thing—I didn't really know it; I. 
really couldn't know it. There 
blare of bugles, the ruffle of 
drums, the snappy salutes of sol-
"TVE SCUTTLED MY PEN 
TRdtfBl'ES WITH fARKER 
QUINK! THE SOIV-X IN IT 
PROTECTS METAL AND RUB-
BER. THAT'S VITAL NOW 
WHEN PENS AND REPAIR 
PARTS .ARE SO TERRIBLY 
SCARCE" 
was a Something in my cake,
 d i e i . S j a n d t h e "demure" smiles of 
which I picked out with ever so
 c o e ( js . 
much disdain. I t was a Visible,
 A s t h e gj r i s w e r e ,p r eparing for 
Oh Yes, it was a Visible. I called the dance and talking to their 
the waiter over—a slow, stumb- housemother, shewarned them to 
ling, blindly mumbling boy. He <<be careful, girls, and don't let 
gazed at the imperfect dark thing, those soldiers lead you astray",, 
in my. cake, and with a slight
 b u t added as an afterthought,' 
shrug said, "Don't mind that. It 's « h a v e f u l j confidence in the «a-, 
just a trash." And that, Oh yes,
 d e t S ) they're different". The. girls 
was that. suppressed giggles, put a final 
THURSDAY — The Other Bunk touch of powder on their noses,,. 
and I went bicycle riding today. It and hopefully awaited their dates. 
was a commerce sort of day and Girls; think of the terms "Mili-
with not a hair on its clear blue : tary Ball" and "Cadets" together, 
face. We might have gracefully but they almost always associate , 
accomplished the demonstration them with "dragging" at West 
without mishap if it hadn't bee'n Point or ViM.I. This is one of the 
for the Other Bunx's vehicle, first times that these terms have 
There Was an abnormal rebellious been associated with a dance'giv-
and. unequipped sort of sound to en by a selected group of Eiilisted 
the crash at the bottom of the Men in the Army, where efficient 
plateau. The Other Bunk gra- M.P.'s turned away Naval Officers 
ciously, however, picked up four and Air Cadets. A "Cadet" is-a 
distinct pieces. One, I believe, "Cadet," and his location and ien-
was she. As she, mentioned drag-
ging All the long road home, 
"There's just nothing like an Ex-
perience." 
virohmeht make no difference. 
. Many girls were surprised When 
they noticed that in all Official 
and unofficial notices the "iCjadet" 
FRIDAY— It's a Grimm fable was always referred to as Pri-
this English Literature. The Hapv-vate or Trainee, but they sobn re-
py Bunk at least thinks so. It membered those days when he ex-
took several non-stop talking rec- plained that he couldn't g o t o the 
ords to keep her from losing her Lodge because he was only an ' 
mind. You see, it weighs on her Army Private and couldn't afford 
so proportionately great —- this 
question. Did the Green Knight, 
or did he not? 
SATURDAY 
GET ORGANIZED, BUNX. 
such indulgences. 
After the dance, on the porch of 
Barrett Hall, girls and "Cadets" 
NOW . LET'S stood for several minutes staring. 
questioningly at each other, while 
okttftage of jpens is increasing 1 ROZARTH>S ROOMS AND COTTAGES FOR TOURISTS 
41? Richmond Road, Route 60 
Opposite Stadium 
Mrs. Frank D. Bozarth, Hostess 
PHONE 386 
, , !0k6TECT ybur pen, 'or you 
JT^may have to do without!'' 
says^Ohcle Sam. 
Government rulings have 
radically cut production of all 
fountain pens—especia l ly 
first-choice brands . Repair 
parts, too, are dwindling. 
•Now is; the time to switch 
to ^protective Parker Quink. 
Smooth-writing, brilliant. It 's 
" "the ofil'y ink with solv-x. 
Solv-x stops most pen trou-
bles before they start. It pre-
vents metal corrosion and the 
wrecking of rubber caused by 
high-acid inks. Solv-x ends 
clogging and g u m m i n g . . . , 
cleans your pen as it writes! 
Parker Quink with Solv-x is 
ideal for steel pens, too! The 
Parker Pen Company, Janes-
ville, Wisconsin, and Toronto, 
Canada. 
FOi V • . • —MAIL 'VWcro-fi/m Black." Parker Quink in "Micro film 
Black" photographs perfectly! U is jet-black—ideal for every use. Quink comes 
in 7 -permanent colors: Mien-film Black, Blue-Black, Royal Blue, Green, 
Violet, Brown Red- 2 washable colors: Black, Blue. Family size, 2H. Other 
sites, m and up. 
MAKE YOUR DOUARS FIGHT—BUY WAR BONDS NOW I 
PARKER 
SOLV-X 
1. Protects rubber... lengthens the 
life of sac or diaphragm. 
,3. Dissolves sediment and.gum left 
by other inks. Cleans vour pen as 
it writes. 
3. Prevents dogging of feed. 
4. Safeguards base metal parts... 
" S. Assures quick 
starting and even 
flow at all times. 
THE ONLY INK CONTAINING SOLV-X 
SUNDAY — DISORGANIZED, the lights blinked on and oft But 
AND WE LOVE IT. after the staring and questioning 
-i : '•—i—• and waiting, most of the brave , 
"Cadets" puckered up their lips* 
closed their eyes, and shook hands 
with their dates. The charm of. 
the word "Cadet," like Cinderella's 
magic charm, stops promptly at., 
12 midnight. 
At William and Mary, a man is 
a "Cadet" on the dance floor, and 
at a party, but to his officers, the 
Commandant, the paymaster, and 
the Dean, he is still a Private. 
The girls, after' the dance, dis-
cussed the difference between, a 
Private and a "Cadet," and re-
mained confused. The men grip-
ed because they weren't paid like 
Air Cadets, and everyone asked . 
' themselves, "What the Hell is a 
cadet anyway?" 
FOR PRINTING 
See The 
Virginia Gazette, 
Inc. 
PHONE 192 
Rear of Post Office 
Copr. 1943 b? 
The Pwtwr Pes Company 
"well meet p i t tie 
Wil l iamsburg Drug Co. 
THE REXALL STORE 
I%one29 
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Someth i ng To Th i n k A bo ut 
Have you read the newspaper today? (Not the FLAT 
HAT, for a change.) Have you listened to any news broad-
casts today? Do you know what is happening on the battle 
fronts, on the home fronts, in Congress? If you answer 
honestlyyyou will probably say, "no." The average William 
and Mary student does have only a smattering of knowl-
edge of current events, and why? "But I don't have the 
time," you say. Others admit an indifference to the issue. 
'.',' All in all, we seem to be enveloped in our own petty campus 
. squabbles without much thought of keeping up with the ac-
tual progress of the war, Congressional legislation,; etc. His-
* tory is in the making. Let's read it now instead of waiting 
till the war is over and then suddenly finding out with a 
shock what has happened while we were oblivious. It's some-
thing to think about. * * * * 
The Echo Weekly of the State Teachers College in Milwau-. 
kee, Wisconsin, undertook a campaign to send the Echo to its' 
fighting men. Contributions were received from sororities, 
fraternities, school organizations, and faculty members. To-
day they are sending the paper to 150 boys throughout the 
country. 
Undoubtedly the William and: Mary students in the service 
a're wondering why they don't receive copies of the FLAT 
HAT. The explanation is this: we are unable to afford the 
expense of printing and mailing the extra copies. But why 
shouldn't some sort of program like that of the Echo Weekly 
work here? This might be a project that the War Council 
could sponsor. But any campus group could undertake to 
make this their project. The school has a responsibility to 
its men in the service. We, the students, could help them to 
realize that they are really still an integral part of William 
and Mary. It's something else to think about. 
Letter to Editor 
The Editor: 
It was with' great interest that 
we read the October 12th issue of 
the FLAT HAT. Our enthusiasm 
was suddenly swept aside upon 
reaching the sports section. The 
expression "Prosh Down Army 
Team" was received with anything 
but enthusiasm. 
The statement was misleading. 
Eighteen of the Army players 
were instructed to dress for the 
game. These men represented 
the most inapt of the Army play-
ers. The Army has 47 men out 
for football. 
Understand, however, we are 
not unappreciative of fact. We 
realize that the Army's third 
string was given a thorough 
trouncing. 
Pvt. Thomas A. Dorn, 
Co. A 3321 ASTU. 
Pvt. Henry J. Caruso, 
Co. A 3321 A.S.T.U. 
Columnist Criticized 
Student Government 
Explanations 
A week has gone by since we 
.last spoke of the need for a better 
spirit of cooperation between the 
Army and civilian students. Dur-
ing this past week, there have 
been questions which, if left unan-
swered, could cause hard feelings. 
Several civilian students *have 
wondered, not to themselves, but 
openly, why they were excluded 
from the Army Military Ball when 
they had thought they were to at-
tend as guests. According to the 
A.S.T.U. authorities, funds for the 
Military Ball were drawn from the 
Unit Fund, which has as its pri-
mary source of revenue the coca-
cola machine in Blow Gym. Army 
Regulations state that this fuiftl 
must be used for the exclusive 
benefit of the men in the Unit; 
hence the exclusion from the dance 
of all other men. Had this ex-
planation been made sooner, some 
tension could no doubt have been 
avoided. Now that news from and 
about the A.S.T.U. is being'turned 
in to the FLAT HAT by members 
of the Unit, there should be no 
reason why the accurate facts 
should not be available on such 
. stories. 
There is something else we 
should like to call to your atten-
tion. I t is the fact that unfortun-
ate omissions and occasional er-
rors are not intended as caustic 
innuendos directed against any-
body. What a reader sees in a 
publication is strongly colored by 
the attitude with which he reads 
the material. The FLAT HAT 
does not claim to be perfect; but 
the staff does lay claim to at-
tempting to print the news in as 
interesting a manner as possible. 
He who goes out of his way to 
find the place where someone said 
something which proves that the 
FLAT HAT is trying to take a 
covert poke at him might just as 
well change his attitude. If we 
find out about something of which 
we don't approve, we will say so.. 
It is your privilege—and we mean 
it is everyone's privilege—to write 
a letter to the Editor if you don't 
approve of something. It may be 
your privilege to read into an ar-
ticle intentions that were not in 
the mind of the author, but ' it 
would be a good idea to think 
twice before you do. 
We are trying to be fair. Are 
you? K.R. 
Students Favor 
(Continued on Page 4) 
Office of the Dean of Men for 
recognition. Such petition should 
state, among other information, 
the name, the purpose of the or-
ganization, the qualification for 
membership, the amdunt of dues 
or assessments, and the time and 
place of meeting. 
2. It is specifically understood 
that these organizations are temr 
porary in character, and that a 
petition of renewal should be sub-
mitted at the beginning of the 
first' semester of each academic 
year. These organizations are to 
be purely local in character, and 
they should not seek affiliation 
with any national fraternity not 
represented on the campus, and 
they should have no relation to 
any fraternity that was active be-
fore the action taken by the Inter-
Fraternity Association. 
3. These groups or associations 
shall not proceed to election 
through" rushing and pledging, but 
will elect members from time to 
time among the male student body 
as they see fit. 
4. Permission to sponsor any. 
dance or other social event should 
be secured from the Office of the 
Dean of Men. 
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By M. J. TALLE 
Since the war has taken all the 
fraternity men on the William and 
Mary campus and left the co-eds 
alone and waiting, the most popu-
lar question with the women is— 
"What do you think about the man 
situation?" With a sigh and a 
groan, they reply! 
Margery Greenwood: "I can 
dream, ca,n't'l? Ah, Will—I love" 
you like a brother!!" 
Marcia Levering: "As they say 
in the old country—some got it 
and some ain't!" 
Jean Barnes: "We can't have 
everything!" 
Betty Lawson: "Oh for pire-war 
days and those big fraternity par-
ties!?' • ' •<•.-:•."' ; 
Ann .Corson: "Don't just stand 
there^—do something!!!" 
Bland Devaney: "The catalogue 
didn't tell me there'd be days like 
these." 
Connie Westerman: "They have 
their good points and their bad 
ones." ^ 
Maggie Sease: "Why did class 
13 have to graduate!!!" 
By JERRY HYMAN 
Student government is on the. 
way after a delay of three weeks. 
The slow-moving committees that 
are the backbone of student gov-
ernment are now swinging into 
action. 
The General Cooperative Com-
mittee held its first meeting of the 
year last Thursday, and although 
nothing definite was accomplished 
except the election of Dr. Harri-
son as vice-chairman, it did lay the 
groundwork for future action. 
The Assembly, held back by lack 
of a quorum, will be able to meet 
within the next few weeks, as an 
election date has been set for the 
near future. According to the 
Student Government constitution, 
election of Senate members must 
precede election of Assembly 
members by at least two weeks. 
But for some undisclosed reason 
the Committee in charge of elec-
tions has seen fit to violate this 
constitutional provision by calling 
the election for Assembly mem-
bers before the election for Senate 
members. We know no reason 
why the order of election has been 
inverted in direct contradiction to 
the Student Government Constitu-
tion. Perhaps there is some ex-
planation. Perhaps not. 
Many students of the College in 
past years have lost all interest 
in student government because of 
the maze of contradictions which 
continually occur. The result is a 
lackadaisical attitude on the part 
of the students, non-participation 
in student elections, and disregard 
of issues which should be on the 
minds of every student. The in-
evitable result has been' the elec-
tion of representatives, class offi-
cers, and even student body presi-
dents on the basis of popularity. 
The percentage of students voting 
in elections is amazingly small, 
and those' who do vote do so under 
the impression that they are elec* 
ting the "most popular," "best 
dancer;" or "Miss: William and' 
Mary." . .No wonder ihe quality "Of 
the governing bodies has been : so 
low. in the past. 
These "elite" of the ' /student 
body have so far been miserable 
failures. They either know not or 
care not what they do. The right 
hands know not the action of their 
left handsi 
Today a situation presents itself 
in which ,these faults can be rem-
edied. . For the first time in aU 
most a decade, the student body 
can make a choice of representa-
tives without being confused by 
the claims and counter-claims of 
the old political parties. The stu-
dents have an opportunity to elect 
a true non-partisan body, one 
which will owe no debts of grati-
tude, which will not have to de-
termine each question according 
to the attitude of the powers that 
be. We can only hope that all 
students who are interested in 
self-government will participate in 
the coming elections and vote for 
those men and^ women who are 
best qualified. 
There are those on campus who 
would do away with; student' gov-
ernment except as an empty shell; 
they would introduce faculty cen-
sorship of the publications,1 they 
would vest alt-the powers of the' 
Assembly in the Administration of 
the College, they would .make a 
mockery of the things that we 
have fought for in the past. They 
argue that the processes of stu-
dent government are slow and' ih»-' 
effective. Therefore they would 
substitute government by decree. 
They argue that the students are 
not mature enough to know their 
own best interest; therefore th%y 
would take away the one chance 
they have of learning self-govern-
ment. The Assembly is slow and 
inefficient; therefore .they would 
turn its functions over to a less 
democratic and hiore' authoritative 
body. They argue that democra-
cy on the campus is not import-
ant; therefore they would run the 
school as a totalitarian state. 
We hold no brief for this.Argu-
ment. Although -we have criti-
cized the Assembly it. is our aim 
to improve it, not to., destroy it. 
For this is true democracy when 
free men speak freely, and we hold 
there is no body or power which is 
above criticism. Only by keeping 
a close check on the acts of stu-
dent government can we make it 
the kind of student government it 
should be, and justify keeping it 
in the hands of the students. 
In his message to the freshman 
class this year, President Pomfret 
said, "The freshman class is called 
upon . . . to assist willingly in 
keeping alive such valuable' cog-
nate activities as Student Govern-
ment . . . . " How much more im-
portant is it then for all of us, 
freshmen and upperclassmen to 
keep alive the spirit; of student 
government as well as the .exter-
nal forms and thus to keep stu-
dent affairs in the hands of stu-
dents where they belong: We do 
not believe that anyone could wish 
differently. 
Tribunal Meeting 
(Continued from Page 3) 
the gavel, Clerk Sammy Banks 
will summon, the defendants, and 
Prosecutor "Red" Wood will han-
dle the gory details. 
• In addition to the public meet-
ing, a special private gathering is 
to be held Tuesday to take care 
of the extremely uncooperative 
Freshmen. Clerk Banks refused 
to disclose the names of these stu-
dents who have not yet got into 
the spirit of things. "They, and 
the other students, will know »in ' 
due time," he said with an evil lit-
tle grin. In the meantifne, he ad-
vised other freshmen to watch 
their steps. "It is later than you 
think!" 
Last Minute 
': (Continued from Page 1) 
with the photographer; wartime 
difficulties prevent the schedule 
from being lengthened. Anyone 
failing to keep his-, appointment 
will be unable to have his picture 
appear in the '43-'44 publication. 
There wilt be a Communion 
Service for Lutheran Itudehts, 
both civilian and military, and 
Chaplains, in Wren Chapel Thurs-
day night, October 21, at 7:30. A 
social gathering will follow in the 
Dodge Room of Phi Beta Kappa 
Hall. 
.Here ar.esome quotes from the 
Daily Athenaeum; ,,-: 
"Having been told • that the 
Army was going 'to- take over their 
house, the K.A.'s started en masse 
to search for rooms. Seven decid-
ed Jhat they wanted the same 
room, which was barely large 
enough for two. Fifty-two refer-
ences were called in to decide who 
should get the. room, after which 
those least skilled, in poker re-
sumed thei* •sea*ehv«'."'» •••"?"'*•-• 
Here's another: 
"Where 'd'ya get the black eye, 
Corporal?" 
"In the war." 
"What war?" 
"The boudoir." 
